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1. Introduction;

The study of Austria's" nuclear debate is an interesting, yet contro-

versial topic.On the one hand, this peaceful alpine republic seems

ideally suited for a case-study as the nuclear option was taken

up by public concern a) at a comparatively late stage of global

development of the debate, which meant that politicians, scientists

and all others involved were well aware of" the importance of

the issue and observed it closely from the very beginning, and

b) in a situation of social stability where even a small distur-

bance would not go unnoticed. On the other hand, however, Austria's

political structure has some unique features; conflicts tend to

become institutionalized and are usually carried out in a very

controlled manner.

In Austria, unlike most other Western nations, the Nuclear Debate,

at least on a nationwide scale, was initiated by the federal

government. Only through a series of public debates, organized

by the Federal Chancellery with the aid of a coordinating

committee of civil servants, was nuclear energy raised from a

topic important only to a few environmentalists and some people

living near proposed sites of nuclear power stations to a "hot"

issue filling the mass media and the debates of the politicians

as well as drawing an ever increasing number of concerned citi-

zens into action groups. These debates were announced as the

"Informationskampagne Kernenergie" (nuclear energy information

campaign) and brought a host of other discussions, lectures and

publications in their wake.

This information campaign of the Austrian government is still in

progress at the time this paper is written; in what follows,

a short description of the underlying motives, basic conception,

preparation and the first part of its implementation will be

attempted, as well as a very preliminary and tentative evaluation

2. The planning of the campaign;

Traditionally hydropower covers a large percentage of Austria's

electricity requirements; growing energy demands of an economy
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which is steadily expanding, however, finally led to the consideration

of the nuclear option. The first nuclear power station near Zwenten-

dorf in Lower Austria, with a 700 MWe BWR, went into construction

in 1971. It is being built by the Kraf tv/erksuni on, and Austrian

firms supply a considerable amount of components and know-how;

the owner is a company half Ъelonging to the stateovmed natio-

nal electrical utility and half, with varying shares
9
to utilities

owned by seven of the nine federal countries. Resistance against

this project was, at the time of its initiation, very small, and

no large-scale public debates developed.

Public concern grew, however, with the first talks of a greater

committment to nuclear power. Initiation of the construction of

a 1300 MWe plant was originally scheduled for 1976, that of

another one of equal size for the early eighties. In the spring

of 1975, citizen groups in Upper Austria - near the proposed site

of the second plant - found massive public support and locally
2)

collected over 60,000 signatures against these plans. At this

time, nuclear energy was a much-debated issue in many western

countries, and developed into something leading tc more serious

confrontations than mere verbal debates. Furthermore, the growing

controversy in Austria lead mostly to very emotional argumentation

with a tendency (on both sides!) to stereotyped repetition of pet

arguments. Lastly, the economic recession decreased the need for the

construction of additional electricity-generating capacity. There-

fore, all decisions concerning the future committment to nuclear

power were postponed and most activities relating to the second

and third plants, apart from preparatory procedures, were sus-

pended; the construction of the first nuclear power plant was

allowed to proceed normally according to the licensing regulations ',

The government was aiming to provide adequate, unbiased information

to the public as well as basic material for future decisions

concerning nuclear energy to parliament, in short, to develop ways

of nationwide consensus-finding under its guidance. In the beginning

of July 1975, the first preparatory steps were taken. In principle,

the Federal Chancellery v/as to organize andconduct the

campaign; the task of preparing the scientific side, however,

was taken over by a committee of civil servants, consisting of



representatives of every relevant ministry. This committee was

chaired by the head of the Energy Section of the Federal Ministry

for Trade, Commerce and Industry, Dr. W. Prank.

The first problem the organizing committee considered was

3. clear definition of the topic under study. In contro-

versial public discussions of nuclear energy, due to

the strong polarization of view points, no single issue

was ever dsalt with exhaustively; rather,different aspects

were introduced in the debate according to tactical needs,

mixed up, and left again. Therefore, it was thought

appropriate by the connittee to compile a catalogue of

questions, which, was to include all relevant problems

arising in connecticr. with the peaceful .use .of .nuclear

energy, and to divide it into separated subtopics '.

To anticipate criticism that the topics were manipulated by the

organizers, who might be suspected of not considering the most

controversial questions, the cooperation of nuclear energy

critics was sought. After having contacted the Austrian Nobel-prize

winner Prof. K. Lorenz and some other university professors known

to have a critical attitude, the organizers finally invited the lie ad

of the Viennese Ludwig Boltzmann-Institute for Environmental

Sciences, Doz. B. Lotsch, a biologist and well-known critic of

nuclear energy, for the task of listing all questions relevant

from the critics' viewpoint. (A small group of experts with Doz.

Lotsch, mainly concerned with ecological and biological matters,

were among the first to devote any attention to the nuclear issue

in Austria; this probably was the reason why these aspects usually

dominated the public debates.) The strategy to ask critics of a

governmental policy to participate in devising alternatives is

frequently practised in Austria.

The final catalogue included Lõtsch's list in full as well as some

additioii; in spite of this reasonable procedure, however, it was



subject to considerable criticism on the part of opponents, who
often were uninformed about the genesis of these questions.

Each of the subtopics was to be dealt with by a group of experts

in that particular field, which was to consist of critics and pro-

moters of nuclear energy in equal numbers. Emphasis was laid on

this point as the Austrian government realizes that there are indeed

many questions concerning nuclear power where specialists strongly

disagree, and that opposition to nuclear power may not be dismissed
5 )

as being based solely on irrational fears '. The groups were first

to^revise their list of questions, then reach agreement on as many

points as possible, to concentrate afterwards on the open problems

in a public panel discussion;-. Finally, a report was to be produced

including all relevant information, answers to the questions where

consensus had been reached, and a description of the controversial

standpoints where this had not been possible, together with re-

commendations for research projects to clarify these issues.

In a second phase, the subset of questions in need of further clari-

fieation was intended to be publicly debated again in three to

four meetings, to be followed by the production of a final version

of the reports. These reports, together with a summary provided

by the government, were then to be submitted to parliament to serve

as background for a subsequent decision on the future use of

nuclear power. They were also to be published in a suitable form.

In the course of events, the concept of the second phase was some-

what changed; this paper, however, will concentrate on the first phase.

As could be seen later, the task of the expert groups was

complicated by the fact that scientific controversies deserving this

name do not only arise when too little data is av.*i.xable concerning
6 )

a particular problem , but also about the questions what can

be regarded as relevant data and what is the appropriate philo-

sophical, social, ethical as well as scientific frame for inter-

pretation. Thus, it is not surprising that the organizers' original

concept had to undergo some changes when confronted with reality.

Great emphasis was laid on the appropriate choice of experts. People

employed by electrical utilities, firms active in the nuclear sector

or research institutions dedicated to the promotion of nuclear

energy were no^ invited; these only participated



in the internal debates as "consultants". This left mainly the

universities as a ground for recruitment. Even there, anybody

involved in the process of licensing nuclear power plants was not

eligible. The purpose of this restriction was to impress upon the

public that the whole campaign was not just intended to spread

pro-nuclear propaganda; however, the deep-going suspicions could not

be allayed so easily.

Another group not taking part in the expert teams were the

civil servants, the reason being that experts from the various

ministries would, in later phases of the campaign involving

parliament, have to contribute significantly and should not

participate in the debates in this phasefAnother part of this

strategy was not to involve politicians at this early stage, which

was to be entirely reserved for independent' scientists; it was later

a recurrent point of criticism that, apart form not participating

in the panel discussions, high-ranking civil servants or

politicians were usually not present at the debates.

-It emerged only gradually that the concept of a clear classification

into "pro" and "con" scientists was not fully realistic. Many

experts hold views which don't fit into either category; many

more seem to belong clearly to one side but refuse to be classified.

This often applies to people in favor ef nuclear energy, who

wish to emphasize their critical attitude, even if it emerges only

in a very vague and general fashion; experts in the role of inde-

pendent consultants often seem to think it appropriate to demonstrate

their scientific responsibility in this way. There are still others

who, while appearing to be clearly on tiie pro-side to an outsider,

nevertheless have rather differentiated views and stress their

tolerance cf dissenting opinions and readiness for discussion with

oppponents as long as these remain within a general "scientific

framework". What is meant' by this is abiding by the norms of pro-

fessional conduct.

Before the account of the actual preparatory steps, the organizers'

expectations concerning the public should be described. Although

the danger of a serious reduction in the standard of the debates

by unqualified opponents, uttering lengthy and. repetitious speeches

of doubtful value, was frequently emphasized, effective, well-organized



action of critics leading to changes in the concept of the public

part of the campaign was not expected; neither was the public's

strong reaction to the fact that, while they were engaged in dis-

cussing problems related to nuclear power in general, Austria's first

nuclear power plant was already nearing completion, the decision

to build having been taken long ago and the construction proceeding

uninterrupted throughout the information campaign.

An underlying purpose of the campaign was to allay subconscious

fears related to nuclear power. Promoters of nuclear energy, when

trying to prove that their critics' arguments are mainly based on

emotion and are thus irrational, often maintain that such fears

are the sole basis of the criticism; the Austrian authorities took

a less one-sided attitude illustrated for example in studying the

possibilities of a survey in which the fears of critics and promoters

alike were to be analyzed for their psychological roots. The main

criticism of the campaign, emanating from the promoters' side, was -

not surprisingly - that it was through the campaign itself that

public fears were aroused and thert"information" as such cctnnot b£

given by emphasizing disagreement among scientists.

Some of the contents of the previous pages are not new in the light

of experiences in other countries; regarding the planning of the

campaign, however, no model from abroad was simply adopted. Indeed,

the concept employed, with all its shortcomings in plan and execution,

was a genuinely new one, taking into account experiences from abroad,

but trying to avoid recurrent errors. Hence the emphasis on subgroups

working on different topics; too often discussions had remained super-

ficial and not reached the appropriate depth. Hence, also, the attempt

to balance the expert groups between pro and con; too often "informa-

tion" had turned out to be not much more than propa-

ganda.

3» The concrete preparations;

The final decision to initiate the campaign was taken by the govern-

ment on February 17th, 1976. A new stage was reached when, after

compiling the catalogue of questions, the organizing committee started

approaching experts. As there were ten subtopics in the catalogue,

ten moderators, mostly university professors, were chosen first;

the groups, of about six experts each, were to be formed subsequently



by them.

According to plan, the moderators were supposed to be strictly neutral.

Practice soon necessitated a weakening of this requirement as every

expert is bound to have, on such an important matter, personal opinion

and professional bias. The influence of the latter could be seen

fairly clearly not only from the moderators but also in the circle of

scientists being considered for participation in the groups: Economists

working on general problems tend to be neutral or critical, while

those specializing in matters of energy supply are usually promoters

of nuclear energy, as are nuclear physicists and technicians. Many

experts working on environmental and biological questions, on the

other hand, tend to be rather on the critical side again.Apart from

opinions and biases, however, most moderators managed reasonably well

to play a neutral role in the preparatory talks and also in the public

debates, in spite of them usually being ill-at-ease in their posi-

tions, finding it rather unrewarding to chair a panel discussion

between collègues in front of a largely hostile public.

The formation of the groups had been prepared by the organizing

committee. Apart from a list of questions, nuclear energy critics had

also proposed 26 experts for participation, typical of the low

intensity of the nuclear debate in Austria, not a single one of

those was Austrian. Using all other available sources, a tentative

list with some ninety names was finally produced. Roughly half of

the experts finally chosen had been on this list; the chairmen were,

within the framework described above, free to compose their groups.

In spite of plans, some of those, especially two out of four dealing

with economic problems, were not balanced but held a heavy pro-nuclear

bias. This was partly due to the small number of eligible experts

in Austria, most of whom had probably not been made aware of the

general problems connected with nuclear power in their professional

training. Another reason was the inability of some moderators to assess

other experts' views correctly. The pro-nuclear bias of the groups

lead to considerable difficulties at the public debates, strengthening

the lack of confidence of the public and giving support to suspicions

of manipulation. This was exacerbated by the fact that the edonomic

topics were placed at the beginning, which added considerably to the

frustrations of the public, eagerly awaiting the more crucial issues,



whereas the orgo.nizers ' intention had Ъееп a systematic built-up

sta.rting from general topics and gradually entering specific problems.

The internal debates started in June, 1976. The groups were given full

independence in their preparations; it was the moderator's responsi-

bility to organize when and how they would meet and which style of

discussion they were to adopt. Ho questions were excluded from the public

debates in advance as a clear separation of solved and unsolved

problems proved to be impossible in most cases.

Shortly before the first public debate, the Federal Press Service issued

a booklet which was to provide basic information to the oublie. This
71

publication'', entitled "Nuclear Energy - Л Problem of our Time", was to

contain "neutral" facts only, agreed upon by all experts; controversial

points were to be reserved for the subsequent debates. The level of the

publication was to be such as to be understandable for the broad public.

It was divided into three chapters concerning economic, technical and

environmental, and biological and medical aspects; even within the narrow

frame given for the contents, disagreement between the authors (mainly

the moderators) was considerable. Those responsible for the technical

part found the description of potential radiation damage in the biologi-

cal chapter too pessimistic; on the other hand, they were criticised for

giving an over-optimistic view of the safety of nuclear plants. Endless

debates concerning single sentences resulted in many passages with

tentative and very careful formulations. The res-ction of the

public confirmed that the task had been handled fairly well: Both among

opponents and promoters of nuclear energy, positive and negative

opinions were voiced. One group of critics wrote to the Chancellor

requesting that all copies of the booklet be destroyed, while another

group asked for 2000 copies for distribution in their area and com-

plained abaout the small number printed (15.000).

On October 8th, 1976, the Chancellor officially opened the information

campaign with a press conference; the booklet was distributed to the

mass media and basic information on the campaign v/as given. Most experts

went into the public debates with certain expectations; those holding

positive views on nuclear power imagined that the public, eager for

information and with a deep trust in the independent scientists, al-

though with some deep-rooted fears of nuclear power, would listen

eagerly to the specialists
1
 lectures. Apart



from that, it was expected that small groups would try to

disturb the debates with unqualified shouting and unruliness but the

majority of the public would soon ignore them. Critical experts, in

their majority, had a widely differing attitude towards their audience,

seeing it as the voice of a concerned population with legitimate

needs and wishes; to some extent, they were pleased with the"prospect

of having an opportunity to emerge openly as advocates of a just cause.

4. The public debates:

The first public discussion took place in Vienna on October 14th, 1976,

in a large lecture hall at the Technical University seating 700

people. The main features of the public response throughout the

campaign already became evident there, although in a less marked way

than in some of the later debates.

First of all, the public resented the scheme laid out for the

course of the debate. The original plan was to begin with the

panel discussion, then to allow some time for the public to submit

their questions in written form; those relating to the topic of the

evening were to be sorted out, the rest laid aside to be forwarded

to the appropriate group. The questions were to be read out

by the moderator; the proposer could then make a short explanatory

statement if he wished. Finally, the panel discussed them for as

long as necessary. It very soon became apparent, however, that it

was impossible to enforce these rules because of strongroublic

pressure for an open discussion. Thus, although the reading of the

written questions provided some sort of frame for the debate, it

was very lively, and many people commented on the same topic in an

ad-hoc manner. Moreover, there was an insistent call for political

action: In the first debate, as in most of the following ones, a

resolution was read by representatives of citizen groups expressing

not only heavy criticism of nuclear power but also massive distrust

in the information campaign. This was to be a second dominant

feature throughout its whole course - the confidence of a large part

of the organized critics could not be won, although it was admitted

by some that the campaign was more than just a propaganda effort.

The experta on the panel were often assumed to be nuclear propagandists

bought by the federal authorities, who in their turn were influenced

by the nuclear industry.

.Although this might have appeared to be the case in some instances,
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however, the fact that the campaign took place at all was due firstly

to some genuine concern on the part of the government to arrive at an

unbiased conclusion on the issue, and secondly to the fact that no

r>ov;er£ul pro-nuclear interest groups are existing in Austria. Thus there \iaS

indeod some surprise in the first public debate as it turned out that three

of the panel experts were con, and three pro nuclear power, as had

been announced before. Another crucial point was the conception of

clearly defined topics for each evening; in the first meeting, this,

too,was criticised by the public but could be maintained as the. topic,

general social and economic problems, was not only interesting enough

in itself but was also treated by the panel in a very controversial and

exciting way. Por all these reasons, the first meeting as a whole

stayed comparatively well-organized and roughly within the set frame.

This was not so at the second debate, held in Linz two weeks later;

the reaction of the public was especially vehement there as the topic,

energy policy (planning and forecasting), did not appear very relevant

to people concerned about the safety of nuclear power plants and

the biological effects of ionizing radiation (Linz is located near

the proposed site of the second Austrian nuclear power station.). Apart

from this, no devoted critic of nuclear power was present in the panel

due to the difficulties already mentioned in finding economic experts

with a suitable spectrum of opinions.

After about three hours of panel and public debate, about fifty

organized critics took over the panel to the applause of the majority

of those present (about 800 people) and continued the meeting with one

of their speakers in the chair..

No physical force was applied by either side and police action could

be avoided; however,a serious discussion on how to avoid similar dis-

asters in the future was started dmong the organizers.

Several measures were introduced which achieved their aim to the ex-

tent that the following four debates of the first phase, although

very lively and dominated for long periods by organized critics in the

public, proceeded without any great surprises.

As the main criticism had been that a series of debates with narrowly

defined topics, held in different places, would not provide adequate

opportunity for discussion, the panels were reinforced with a number
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of consultants mainly experts in biological and medical fields to

meet the public's interest, who^could be called upon if the panel was

unable to answer a question sufficiently. These consultants, too,

were chosen from "both opponents and promoters of nuclear energy and

mostly belonged to other discussionl| groups. Thus, although the original

topic usually maintained a central position, questions concerning all

problems relating to nuclear power were treated at all meetings.

A second measure was that the public discussion was guided less rigidly,

leaving more room for spontaneous comments and longer statements.

Finally, before each debate, the organizers and the chairman held

preparatory talks with local nuclear energy critics. The main features

of the debate were agreed uponj critics usually acquired the right

to hold one or more statements at the beginning of the public dis-

cussion with prolonged duration, in exchange for respecting the rules

of the meeting.

Criticism centered around what was still felt to be a narrowing of the

topic (although less marked in debates devoted to crucial problems) and

the lack of composition of some groups. Nuclear energy critics on the

panel quickly rose to the status of popular heroes; on the other hand,

they were sometimes criticised for having accepted the role of an alibi

of the government.At some meetings local critics invited their own

experts as consultants in the fear that the panel would be a solid

front of pro-nuclear speakers.

The delicate balance achieved by all these measures finally broke down

at the seventh public debate,in Vienna, on January 27th, 1977. The

public, motivated for action by the growth of the anti-

nuclear movement parallel to the campaign (which was less pronounced

in smaller cities) and arriving in great numbers, altered significantly

the planned course of the evening: A recognized critic among the

panelists was elected new chapman and the discussion concentrated on

how the corEtruction of Austria's first nuclear power plant could be

stopped. It was apparent that the resistance had not only strengthened

but also gained momentum and clarity concerning its aims.

The two following debates, held in smaller cities, took a

course according to plan, although critical voices dominated even there.

Electrical utilities^ which were holding a simultaneous campaign

+)ln addition, local newspapers were requested to invite the public to
: *"й questions to the panel before each debate in order to allow better

oaration and stronger public involvement.
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issuing leaflets and inviting experts on their part, as well as a large

section of the press strongly resented the campaign in its final form.

They pointed out the superficial level of the debates and the dominance

of critics which made any objective weighing of arguments impossible;

the government was accused of not giving equal chances to both sides

in the controversy and of allowing a small minority to dominate the

scene. Opponents of nuclear energy, on the other hanrl, pointed

out that, due to their limited financial capabilities, they could not

compete with the promoters with publications and the like; therefore,
ïhaé

it was only fairVthey should have a chance to publicise their stand-

point at the debates. Furthermore, they declared that in all the public

debates, representatives of electrical utilities hardly ever took

part in the discussions, probably due to the fact that they felt un-

fairly treated by the government's decision to ban all their specialists

from the panels.

The interest of the press and the other mass media was rather lukewarm

at the beginning and grew only gradually, focusing mainly on the

disturbances encountered in the course of the debate. Reports were

(with very few exceptions) superficial accounts of the positions the

debating experts had taken, as well as reports of "public happenings"

during the discussions, with TV especially delighting in broadcasting

pictures of protesters in action.

This lack of substantial interest was one reason why the concept of

different discussion groups with diffei?nt topics in different places

did not fully succeed; the organizers had hoped originally that the

coverage of each debate by radio and television would be such as to

allow people all over the country to follow the course of the campaign

and thus to go well-informed to the debate in their home-town. After

the first controversial debate, critics started to protest at the lack

of media-coverage and developed the theory that this was part of the

government's plans: The debates were, in their view, deliberately not

publicised widely in order to avoid rising public concern on a large

scale. This hypothesis, however, overlooks the fact that Austrian

radio and television is independent of the government.

During the last part' of the first phase of the campaign, the planning

of the second phase started. The original scheme was discarded; as both
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citizen groups and electrical utilities were emphasizing

their wish, for stronger participation, this phase is to consist

of four symposia, followed Ъу press conferences; to which represen-

tatives of critical organizations, electrical utilities, the industry

and institutions such as the chamber of commerce and the trade unions

(the "social partners") will Ъе invited. At these symposia, the reports

of the ten expert groups will be discussed; if necessary, additions

will be decided upon before they are submitted to parliament, to-

gether with a short statement, by the government.

5. Preliminary Evaluation and Conclusions;

This section will be kept short as a deepgoing analysis will be

necessary for final evaluation. However, some points may be stated

even now to stimulate discussion and to anticipate some of the main

features of the final conclusions.

1. Considerable differences emerged between public and internal

debates, Y/hile the latter usually took place in an academic atmos-

phere, where disagreements were carefully pointed out and respected

by collègues, opponents and proponents were extremely conscious

of their respective roles in the public debates and adapted their

style of argumentation as well as self-presentation. In general, pro-

experts tend to rely on short-terra, quantitative argumentation in a

sophisticated style, whereas con-experts usually emphasize long-terra,

quail itive and general aspects. On the other hand, con-experts

are very attentive to the political side of problems which pro-

experts tend to disregard or dismiss in a sometimes naive way.

2. In the interaction with the public, criticism of the person

rather than of the point being made, and to the way of presentation

rather than the content of an argument, play an important role. Although

most experts tried to keep within the frame of a proper academic debate,

they were occasionally carried away to a degree they regretted

afterwards. Also, they sometimes tended to be rather inflexible and

untactful and found it difficult to express themselves in a way

understandable to the public.
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3. Aroart of the public proved to be suspicions of expert panels set up

by the authorities;ïiissenting experts, once they are accepted as such,

may get glorified and celebrated as heroes. In their basically legitimate

wish for more public control, some small groups lose their sense of pro-

portion, thinking of themselves as "the people" and attempting to speak

for a large majority v/hich had not chosen them as representatives. This

was demonstrated most readily in their sometimes arrogant and intolerant

criticism of the ̂ experts and the authorities. Nevertheless, the ovvosition

organized in a federation outside the traditional political parties since

the summer of 1976, was growing throughout the campaign; the number of' local

groups increased markedly.

4. It became apparent during the course of the campaign that the

"neutral citizen", who was to be the receiver of the information, was not

interested enough to attend the debates; the visitors could mostly Ъе

classified as "concerned citizens" who where very suspicious of the

authorities, even if their trust in the government iiself was hardly re-

duced, demonstrated by the many letters received by the Chancellor and the

Ministers. The strongest suspicions were directed against the "nuclear

lobby", whose influence was assumed to be nearly omnipresent. However, the

Austrian government has, during the last years, only just started to

implement its concept of greater public participation; thus, it can be

hoped that public support will increase gradually as suspicions are disperse

by the evident fact that no manipulation is intended '.

5. In the public reaction - apart from the openly expressed distrust

already mentioned - traces of a "scientific populism" and concomitant

feelings against "establishment science" and scientists became manifest.

The crisis of legitimation of representative democracies in an issue such

as nuclear power seems to have its correlates in a crisis of legitimation

of government-linked ("incorporated") science. Although opposition groups

display a sometimes moving willingness to delve into scientific details,

with some members becoming true amateur experts, they remain highly in-

tolerant of listening to anything v/hich cannot easily be fitted into pre-

conceived notions. What they demand is a "people's science" not only in

the sense of science working for the welfare of people by avoiding the

dangers associated with nuclear power, but also in the sense of a body of

knowledge they can have some degree of control over.
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6. Coverage by the mass media was to large extent determined Ъу factors

not exclusively related to the information campaign. To some extent,

powerful local mass movements may have support of the local press;

this is the case, for example, in Vorarlberg, the reason being strong

traditions of resentment of the central authoriti-эз in far-off Vienna

as well as sensitization of the public Ъу succesful resistance

against a planned Swiss nuclear power plant near the border, at Rüthi.

On a nationwide scale, the nuclear issue had not, even at the end of

the first phase of the campaign, achieved such importance as to break

existing political structures and lead to the formation of powerful

groups outside them; this is mirrored in the media as no big organized

lobbies of nuclear energy critics exist which might hope to exert some

influence or perhaps even win a large newspaper over to their side.

In general, the reporting was-indiscriminatly damning the protest

movement as extremists or as people with primitive irrational fears.

The press in other countries, mainly Switzerland and the ERG-, reported

frequently on the campaign, usually emphasizing that it was a con-

structive effort to come to a satisfactory conclusion in a controversial

field. Due to the diversity of the press echo in Austria and abroad,

a complete description and analysis would require a separate paper.

7. Comparison with other countries with strong nuclear controversies

is not very relevant as most of these are in a much more advanced stage

of nuclear development. The experiences of other countries, however,

certainly helped the Austrian government to realize that the nuclear

debate was a matter to be taken very seriously and that nuclear develop-

ment should only proceed if and when consensus of the population had been

reached.
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Pootnotes;

1) Por ал earlier account, see Hirsch, H., "Austria.
1
 s Nuclear Debate",

Austria Today 3/4, 1976, x>v. 19-20.

2) This nœiber was provided by the opponents and is not officially

confirmed; according to several non-partisan newspaper reports,

however, it is likely to be accurate (see, for example, Süddeutsche

Zeitung, Mai 9th, 1975).

3) Por a detailed account of the economic situation and planning in

the energy sector in Austria, see "Snergieplan 1976", edited Ъу

Bundesainisterium für Handel, G-ewerbe und Industrie, September 1976.

4) The Subtopics were:

1. Social and economic questions,

2. Energy policy,

3. Economic feasibility of nuclear power stations,

4. Economic feasibility of nuclear energy in Austria,

5. Risk assessment,

6. technical and operational safety,

7. Control by and effects on society in connection with the

operation of nuclear power stations,

8. Emission from reactor operation and fuel cycle,

9. V/aste heaiJproblems,

10. Biomédical problems.

5) See "Regierungserklãrung von Bundeskanzler Dr. Bruno Kreisky am

5. November 1975", edited by Bundespressedienst, 1975, p. 22.

6) This is a widespread attitude not only in Austria; see, for instance

Weinberg's idea of a transscientific controversy (Weinberg, A.M.,'

"Science and Trans-Science", Minerva, April 1972, pp. 209-222) or a

recent paper by Munch und Borsch (Münch, E., and Borsch, P., "G-ibt

es eine wissenschaftliche Xernenergie-Kontroverse?", atomwirtschaft,

January 1977, pp. 27-31) attempting to prove that no scientific

controversy concerning nuclear power exists.

7) Broda, E., Hinterhuber, H., Hirsch, H., Musil, K., Prager, T.,

Preining, 0., Pucker, H., Raueh, H. and Stimmer, H., "Kernenergie-

ein Problem unserer Zeit; lias jeder davon wissen soil", edited by

Bundespressedienst, 1976.
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8) Por a deepgoing general analysis of public opposition to nuclear

power, see, for instance, Mowotny, H., "Social Aspects of the

Nuclear Pov/er Сontrovez'sy" , IIASA Research Memorandum RM-76-33,

April 1976.
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